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1 General Description 

Jademar Bluetooth Power Pack is a BLE based smart lighting system. 

It has APP for both IOS and Android devices to manage and operate the BLE smart 

lamps and devices. Users may choose to download appropriate APP for their smart 

phones. 

The main functionalities of Jademar Bluetooth Power Pack APP include: 

1) Support multi types of lamp include mono switchable relay lamps,

mono-dimmable lamps, color-temperature and brightness dimmable lamps and color

dimmable (RGB/RGBW) lamps.

2) User may add and delete lamps directly with APP.

3) Support lamp group operations such as turn on/off a group of lamps and group

dimming.

4) Support lighting scenes so that users may design different lighting scenes

according to their needs.

5) Different smart phones can synchronize data with specified privileges through

scanning QR code.

6) Support multiple smart phones in one project.

7) Ready to use on installation, no account and password needed.

2 Installation of APP 

2.1 Installation of IOS APP 

Start APP Store on your iOS smart phone and search “JPTR Space or Jademar”, 

find APP and click to download and install.  

2.2 Installation of Android APP 

Scan the QR code of in the following picture by your Android smart phone. 

Click install after recognition (select “Open in browser” if you choose to scan QR code 

by WeChat and then click “install”). Press “Confirm” for download prompt. Click to install 

after download finished.  

Return to desktop after installation and click the new Jademar icon to start the APP. 
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3 APP functions 

Jademar Bluetooth Power Pack APP communicates with smart lamps and 

devices through the smart phone’s Bluetooth signals. So do turn on Bluetooth of the 

smart phone and grant Bluetooth access to Keilton Bluetooth Power Pack APP before 

using the APP.  

3.1 Navigation of APP function pages 

The functions of the Jademar Bluetooth Power Pack APP are divided into 

“lamps”, “groups”, “switches”, “scenes” and “more” categories. You may switch 

between them by click the page bar on the bottom.  

APP will enter “lamps” function page by default after start up. 

3.2 Lamps functions 

You may view lamps information and operate on lamps in lamps function page. 

3.2.1 Add lamps 

    It is suggested to use only ONE smart phone to add lamps to the project instead of 

using more phones because that may cause unexpected results.  

Click the “+” button on the upper left corner to add new lamps nearby. 
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All " Not Added" and “Added” lamps that have been searched will be listed in this 

search and add nearby lamps page. Click the icons of the lamps in this page will turn 

on/off the lamps so that you may find the lamps you want to add or delete quickly.   

Not Added: 

All nearby lamps that have been searched but not added will be shown in “Fresh” list. 

These are new lamps with default factory configurations.  

You may “Add” these fresh lamps to the project. Newly added lamps will blink to 

indicate a successful operation. A lamp that doest not blink while “Add” indicate an 
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unsuccessful operation. Please “Add” again until it succeed. 

Added: 

All nearby lamps that have been added to the project will be shown in “Added” list. 

An added lamp may be deleted. A lamp will blink 3 times to indicate it has been 

successfully deleted. A lamp does not blink while delete indicate an unsuccessful 

operation. Please “Delete” again until it succeed.  

Successfully deleted lamps will be reset to factory default configurations. 
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Please place the smart phone near the lamps and devices while searching for them to 

help it search quickly.  

Click “Return” after adding new lamps to return to the lamps page.  

Click the quick button “All lamps” in the lamps page to turn on/off all lamps. 

3.2.2 Sort lamps 

Click “lamps” button on the upper-centre of the lamps page to bring out the sort 

menu. You may sort the lamps as you need. Lamps can be sorted by name, type or ID.  
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3.2.3 Delete Lamps 

Click the “Select” button on the upper-right corner of lamps page and a grey tick will 

be shown at each lamp icon’s bottom-right corner. Click the “grey ticks” of the lamps you 

want to delete to select those lamps. The ticks will turn to blue if the lamps are selected.  

Click “delete” button and confirm deleting to delete those lamps selected. 

Lamps deleted from the project will blink to indicate a successful operation. 

Successfully deleted lamps will be reset to factory default configurations.  
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3.2.4 Lamp operation 

A lamp has 3 states: 

1） Offline: a lamp that does not have mains power supply is shown as offline, you

may not operate on an offline lamp.

2） Online and on: A lamp that has power supply and light is on (brightness is not set

to 0).
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Online and off: A lamp that has power supply and light is off (brightness is set to 0). 

3.2.4.1 Change lamp’s name 

Long press a lamp's icon in lamps page to modify its name. It will bring on the 

dimming and managing page.  
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Click the lamp’s name on the upper-left corner (default name is “new lamp”) in this 

page. It will bring on a page to modify the lamp’s name.  

Input the lamp's name and click “Save” to save it. 
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3.2.4.2 Lamp Dimming 

There are 3 ways to dim a lamp. 

1) Click a lamp’s icon in the lamps page may turn the lamp on/off;

2) Long press a lamp’s icon in lamps page to bring out the dimming page and dim the

lamp in this page; 

3) Quick dimming, swipe up-down or left-right in lamps page to dim the brightness or

change the color temperature of the lamp. 

Mono Switchable Lamps:  

You may only turn on/off a mono switchable lamp and not to change its brightness. 

Click the icons of this types of lamps in lamps page to turn them on/off.  

Mono Dimmable Lamps:  

You may turn on/off or change the brightness of mono dimmable lamps.  

Long press the icons of mono dimmable lamps in lamps page to bring out the 

dimming page. 
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Slide the brightness indicator on the arc brightness control bar to change the lamp’s 

brightness and click the button in the middle to turn on/off the lamp.  

Color temperature and brightness dimmable lamps: 

You may change the color temperature and the brightness of color temperature 

dimmable lamps.  

Note: the available color temperature range of the lamp is related to the specific LED 

beads used in the lamp. 

Long press the icon of the color-temperature lamps to bring out the dimming page. 
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Slide the color temperature indicator on the arc color temperature control bar to 

change the lamp’s color temperature and slide the brightness indicator on the brightness 

control bar below to change the brightness of the lamp. Click the button in the middle to 

turn on/off the lamp.  

Color Dimmable Lamps: 

You may change the color, saturation and brightness of a RGB/RGBW color dimmable 

lamps.  

Long press the icon of the color dimmable lamps to bring out the dimming page. 
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Slide the color indicator on the color wheel to change the lamp’s color, slide the 

saturation indicator on the saturation control bar in the middle to change the color 

saturation and slide the brightness indicator on the brightness control bar below the 

change the lamp’s brightness. Click the button in the middle to turn on/off the lamp.  

Note: the actual color shown from the lamp is related both to color, saturation and 

brightness. The lamp is turned off is the brightness is set to 0. The lamp will show white 

light is the saturation is set to 0.  
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3.2.5 Quick dimming 

You may swipe up-down and left-right from the lamp icons in lamps page to quick 

dim the lamp.  

Quick dim for mono dimmable, color dimmable and color-temperature dimmable 

lamps 

For mono dimmable, color dimmable and color-temperature dimmable lamps, start 

swiping from the lamp’s icon (indicated as a red circle in the following diagram) left and 

right. To quick dim the brightness of the lamp.  
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Color-temperature quick dim for color-dimmable and color-temperature dimmable 

lamps 

For color dimmable and color-temperature dimmable lamps, start swiping from the 

lamp’s icon (indicated as a red circle in the following diagram) up and down to quick 

change the lamp’s color-temperature.  

3.2.6 Set delay time for PIR sensors 

The PIR sensors on the lamps can detect human movement and automatically turns 
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on/off lamps. Users may set the holding time, remind time and remind light level of the 

lamp. 

Note: only lamps with PIR sensors have this function. 

Holding time: the time of the lamp to keep turning on when a human movement is 

detected. The time will re-start counting when the senor detect a movement during this 

period. 

Remind time: When the delay time has been passed without a human movement detected, 

the lamp will lower the light level for a "remind time" period. If no human movement is 

detected during this period, the lamp will turn off to save energy. 

Drop to: the light of the lamp will drop to a lower level during the remind time period and it 

is the percentage of the level compared to it's original light level. 

Process: 

1. Press the lamp and hold down to bring out the dimming page

2. Click the PIR sensor configure button
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3. Set the holding time, remind time and drop to level, then click "confirm" to save.

3.3 Lamp group 

3.3.1 Add lamp group 

Press the “+” button on the upper-left corner of the group page to bring out the add 

group dialog.  
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Input the group’s name in the dialog and click “Save”. To bring out the group member 

management page.  

Click the lamps you want to add to the group in the group member management page 

and then click “Done” to add a new group and set the selected lamps as the group 

member.  
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It will return to groups page after adding the group and the new group will be shown in 

the list.  

3.3.2 Delete Group 

Left swipe on the group you want to delete on the groups page and then click “delete” 

to delete the group.  
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3.3.3 Change group’s name 

Click the group’s name on the groups page to bring out a dialog box to edit the 

group’s name.  

Input the group’s name and click “Save” to save the new name. 
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3.3.4 Manage group member 

Click the “Members” icon on the bottom-left corner of the group on the groups page 

to view and modify the group’s member lamps.  

There is a tick on the bottom-right corner of each icon of the lamps. A grey tick 

indicates that the lamp is not in the group while a blue tick indicates a membership. Click 

the tick icon to select or de-select the lamps and then click “Done” button to change the 

group’s members.  
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Notice: if you change the lamps selection but do not click the “OK” button, all changes 

will be lost and leave the group’s member intact.  

3.3.5 Group dimming 

Group quick dimming 

Click the “on-off” button on the left of the group in groups page to quick turn on/off 

the group.  

Group dimming 

Click the “dimming” button on the bottom-right corner of the group on groups page to 
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bring out the group dimming page and dim the whole group. 

Available dimming operations in the group dimming page are related to the group’s 

member lamps’ types.  

If there are different types of lamps in the group, then icons of the types of the lamps 

in the groups will be shown below so that you may click those icons to dim the specified 

type of the lamps in the group.  

3.3.6 Set group auto illumination 

Auto illumination: The lamps will automatically adjust its brightness according to the 
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ambient light intensity. The const illumination sensor of the lamp is set to on by default. If 

user change to a scene then the lamp will keep the brightness to the scene's setting and 

disable the const illumination sensor.  

Turn on the auto illumination in the group's list: 

Switch to group's list and click the "auto" button of a group. Lamps will blink to indicate 

turn on auto illumination succeeded.  

Turn on all lamps' auto illumination in scene list:  

Switch to scene list and click the "Auto light" button to turn on all lamps' auto illumination. 

Lamps will blink to indicate turn on auto illumination succeeded.  
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3.4 Scene 

Notice: “All full light” and “All off” are two default scenes that can not be modified. 

3.4.1 Add scene 

Click the “+” button on the upper-left corner on the scenes page to add a new scene. 

Input the scene’s name in the “create scene” dialog box and then click “Save” button 

to bring out the “edit scene” page.  
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Click the icon select button on the upper-left corner to choose an icon for the scene to 

identify it.  

Then select (or de-select) lamps associated with the scene inn the lamp selection 

area below.  
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Click the “save” button on the upper-right corner after selection to create a new scene 

with the specified name.   

Lamps will blink to indicate saving scene succeed. Then it will return to scenes page. 
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3.4.2 Change Scene 

Long press the scene you want to change on the scenes page will bring out the scene 

editing page and you may change the name and icon of the scene. Please refer to Add 

Scene chapter for operations to change scene.  

3.4.3 Change lamps’ brightness of a scene 

You may edit lamp’s or group’s brightness in the scene.  

Long press the scene you want to change in scenes page will bring out a scene 
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editing page and you may change lamps’ and groups’ brightness in it. 

3.4.3.1 Edit single lamp’s brightness 

Long press a lamp in scene editing page and change the lamp’s brightness in the pop 

out lamp dimming page. Please refer to previous chapters for dimming operations.  

3.4.3.2 Change group’s brightness 

Long press a group in the bottom of the scene editing page and dim the group in the 

pop out group dimming page. Please refer to previous chapters for dimming operations.  
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3.4.3.3 Save dimming result 

Choose the lamps you want to save to the scene after dimming the lamps and groups 

and then click “save” button to save the dimming result. Lamps will blink after saving 

scenes succeed.  

3.5 Switch 

3.5.1 Add switch 

Press the “+” button on the upper-left corner on the switches page to start scan new 

devices mode and start to scan and add switches.  
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All switches must press or touch the buttons in specified sequence shown in the 

following diagrams to set the switches into “allowing scan and add” mode.  

For four-key touch switches, the key sequences is 123124. 

For three-key mechanic rebound switches, please press no3 button in 

3-short-and-2-long mode. Please release the button immediately after pressing it for the

first 3 press, then for the 2 long press, please press the button and hold it for 2 seconds.
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For solar power switches, press button 1 and button 3 together for 2 seconds and 

then release it.  

Notice: after 30 seconds of entering “allowing scan and add” mode, or by pressing a 

button, the switch will exit “allowing scan and add” mode and return to normal working 

mode.  

Three-key mechanic rebound switch: 3-short-and-2-long press of button 3. 

Four-key touch switch : 123124 
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Solar power switches, press button 1 and button 3 together for 2 seconds. 

When APP found a switch it means the switch has been successfully added to the 

project. The switch will return to normal operation mode in about 30 seconds after it has 

been added to the project and then you may start using it.  

You may found the new switches if you change to “switch” function page after adding 

new devices.  
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3.5.2 Change switch’s name 

Click the edit button on the upper right corner of the switch you want to change as 

indicated by the arrow in the following diagram and then it will bring out a switch editing 

page.  

Click the switch name in the page and input new name then click “Save” to save the 

new name.  
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3.5.3 Configure the functions of the switch 

Configure the functions of the switches without logs 

Each button in the switches without logs (include three-key mechanic switch and 

four-key touch switch) can be configured separately, including associate to scenes, a 

group or a single lamp.  

Associate to scenes: associate the button to pre-defined scenes and then you may 

use this button to change between these scenes. One button can associate up to 3 scenes 
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and one click of the button will change to next scene circulatory. Three scenes may switch 

circulatory.  

Click the “edit" button on the upper-right corner of the switch as shown in the 

following diagram and it will bring out the switch editing page.  

Click one of the buttons in the switch and turn this button into “selected” state. 

Then associate scenes to this button. The names of the scenes associated will be 

displayed on the button.  
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Associate group: associate a button to a group then you may turn on/off the group by 

pressing this button. One button can be associated to only one group and pressing the 

button will turn on/off the group circulatory.  

Click one of the buttons in the switch and turn this button into “selected” state. 

Then associate a group to this button. The name of the group associated will be 

displayed on the button.  
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Associate lamp: associate a button to a lamp then you may turn on/off the lamp by 

pressing this button. One button can be associated to only one lamp and pressing the 

button will turn on/off the lamp circulatory.  

Click one of the buttons in the switch and turn this button into “selected” state. 

Then associate a lamp to this button. The name of the lamp associated will be 

displayed on the button.  
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Click “save” after all functions of buttons have been appropriately configured. Lamps 

will blink to indicate a successful operation.  

Configure the rotary dimming switches and switches with logs 

Rotary dimming switch: there are five buttons and a rotation ring on a rotary dimming 

switch. A rotary switch can be associated with a lamp or a group, and four scenes.  

The functions of the buttons: the button in the middle can turn on/off the lamps. Four 

buttons on the sides can activate the four scenes associated. Rotation ring can be used to 

increase or decrease the brightness of the lamps. Clock-wise turn to increase brightness 

while anti-clockwise turn to decrease. Only lamps that are on can be dimmed by rotation 

ring and the brightness range from 1% to 100%.  
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Switches with logs: the buttons of switches with logs ( include three-key mechanic 

switches and four-key touch switches) have pre-defined functions. These type of switch 

can be associated to one group or lamp, and three scenes.  

The functions of the buttons: button 1 to turn on the lamps, button 2 to turn off the 

lamps, button 3 to change scenes and button 4 (available for four-key touch switches) to 

turn on the light-sensors of the lamps. When the light sensors are turned on the lamps will 

automatically adjust their brightness to keep the illumination constant.  

Click the “edit” button on the upper-right corner of the switch as shown in the 

following diagram and bring out the switch editing page.  

Choose the associated group or lamp and then click “next”. 
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Choose the associated scenes and then click “Done”. 

The number of scenes that can be associated with the switch varies according to the 

types of the switches. Rotary dimming switch can be associated with four scenes and 

three-key mechanic switch and four-key touch switch can be associated with three 

scenes.  
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3.6 More functions 

There are “Timer”, “PinCode”, Lamps info”, “Devices info” and “Feature” functions in 

more function page.  

3.6.1 Timer 

You may set timers to do specified operations on selected lamps, group or scenes. 
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3.6.1.1 Create timer 

Click “timer” on more functions page to go to the timer page. 

Click the “+” button on the upper-right corner to start creating a timer and input the 

timer’s name in the dialog box.  

Click “Save” to save the name and bring out the timer configuration page. 

The state of the timer can be set to “on” or “off”, a timer set to “off” will not be running. 

The default state of a timer is “on”.  
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Click “Scheduled Action” to set an action for the timer. When the specified time is 

meet it will carry on the specified action.  

You may choose lamps, groups or scenes in this page. Click “Done” after setting the 

action and return to timer editing page.  
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Click “Set time” to set the time of the timer. 

There are two modes of the timers: 

Repeat mode: you may choose to repeat the timer at specified time of specified days 

of a week. Shown as the following diagram, the timer is set to carry on the action on 9:00 

from Monday to Friday.  
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One time mode: timer just carries the action once at the specified date and time. As 

shown in the following diagram the timer will carry out the action on 9:00 of May 3rd of 

2018.  

It will return to timer editing page after setting the time and date. 

Click “Fade Time” to set the fading time for the action. Default fading time is 5 

seconds.  
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Click “Done” after configuring the timer to save it. Lamps will blink to indicate saving 

succeed.  

It will return to timers list page after saving it. 
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3.6.1.2 Delete Timer 

Left swipe on a timer on the timers list page and then click “delete” to delete this 

timer.  

3.6.1.3 Disable and activate timer 

You may click the activate/disable button on the right of the timer to “activate” or 
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“disable” the timer in timers list page. 

3.6.2 Lamp information 

Click “Lamps info” in more functions page to check detailed information for all lamps, 

including lamps, groups, scenes and address.  
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3.6.3 Device info 

Click “Devices info” in more functions page to check the information of sensors and 

gateways.  
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3.6.4 My QR codes 

It will automatically generate PIN code and QR code after installation of the APP, 

default name is “my lamps”.  

PIN code and QR code are the identity of the lamps and devices of the project. 

Information of lamps, devices and other settings may be shared between different smart 

phones through sharing this QR code. So that different smart phones can control lamps 

simultaneously.  

Please note that both phones must have internet access in order to share these data. 

It is suggested to use your own QR code for new lamps in a new project instead of 

scanning QR code from another existing project.  
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Scan QR code: you may scan the QR code of an existed project to get the data and 

gain control of the lamps of this project. 

 Click the button indicated by the arrow as shown in the following diagram and start 

to scan QR code.  
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Click “Confirm” after scanning and then get the data to control lamps. It will return to 

lamps page after scanning and getting the data.  
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Manage QR code: You may set names for different QR code of projects, or save the QR 

code as a picture in album and share it to other smart phones.  

Change name: 

Click the edit button on the upper-right corner of the project as shown in the following 

diagram to change the name of the project’s QR code.  
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Save to album: 

You may save the project’s QR code as a picture to the album. In case of re-install 

APP or change a new smart phone, you may use this QR code to re-connect to those 

lamps and devices in use. 

Click the “save to album” button on the bottom-left corner of the project to save the 

QR code as a picture to the smart phone’s album. 

You may find two QR code pictures in the album, one for high privilege and one for low 

privilege.  
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Share QR code 

Share QR code: you may share the QR code as “high privilege” or “low privilege” types. 

If you share it as high privilege then the smart phone will game the same access right as 

this one. If you shave it as low privilege then the smart phone can only dimming the lamps 

and groups and without the right to add, delete or edit. 

Click the “Admin” icon of the project as shown in the following diagram to share the 

high privilege QR code. 
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Click the “Guest” icon of the project as shown in the following diagram to share the 

low privilege QR code.  
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Create new QR code: 

It is suggested to use your own QR code for new lamps in a new project instead of 

scanning QR code from another existing project.  

Click the “Confirm” button on the upper-right corner to create new QR code, click “OK” 

to input the name of the QR code. 
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Click “Save” after inputting the name to finish the process. It will return to lamps page 

after creating new QR code.  

The original QR code is also shown in the list so that you may switch between 

projects.  
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4 Reset lamps 

Rest lamp: lamps can be reset to delete all configurations and restore factory settings.  

When to reset: if you can’t add some lamps when scanning and adding lamps, then you 

may need to reset those lamps.  

All configurations in the lamps that have been reset will be deleted. And they need to be 

re-configured.  

4.1 Delete lamps by APP 

You may delete lamps by APP when they are online. Lamps that have been 

successfully deleted will be restore to factory settings and all data will be deleted.  

4.2 Reset by power on and off 

You may also reset a lamp manually by powering on and off a lamp five times .  

Steps:  

First, power on and then power off immediately after the light is on, then wait for more 

than 5 seconds. 

Second, power on and then power off immediately after the light is on, then wait for 

more than 5 seconds.  

Third, power on and then power off immediately after the light is on, then wait for 

more than 5 seconds.   
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Forth, power on and wait for about 3 seconds then power off and wait for more than 5 

seconds.  

Fifth, power on and wait for about 3 seconds then power off and wait for more than 5 

seconds.  

Then power on and lamp will blink to indicate it has been reset. Lamps that have been 

successfully reset will be restored to factory settings and all data will be deleted.  

5 FAQ 

5.1 Questions relating to add, delete lamps, switches 

Question: Can not scan and add new lamps. There is no lamp in “fresh” list.  

Answer: make sure the lamp is powered on and turn on the Bluetooth on the smart phone, 

then scan again.  

If it fails again, please restart APP (completely exit APP and then restart) and power 

off and power on the lamps, then scan again.  

If it fails again, please manually reset lamps and scan again. 

Please contact technical support if it still fails.  

Question: adding lamps failed. E.g. choose to add 10 lamps but only add 8 lamps 

successfully.  

Answer: Adding lamps requires multi interactions and sometimes a few operations may 

fail. Please try again.  

Question: deleting lamps failed. E.g. The lamps are still in the list after deleting it and APP 

can still control it, the name appears to be “new lamp”.  

Answer: deleting lamps requires multi interactions and sometimes a few operations may 

fail. Please try again.  

Question: Some lamps can not be controlled by App after adding them, the number of the 

lamps in the list is the same as the actual lamps but some is out of control.  

Answer: That might be the adding lamp process failed some times. Please re-scan those 

lamps and find them in fresh list and add again.  

Question: lamps in list is fewer than the actual lamps after adding.  

Answer: first, click the “all full light” and “all off” button to check if all lamps response. If 

the number of responding lamps is the same as in the lists,  

Then some of the lamps are not successfully added to the project and please refer to the 

previous question.  

Second, if the number of responding lamps are larger than that in the list, it might be 

address errors. Please refer to next question.  
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Question: lamps’ addresses overlaps, there are less lamps in APP than actual lamps but 

all lamps are responding to APP operations.  

Answer: first, find out those lamps with overlapping addresses.  

Then delete those lamps. If failed to delete those lamps by APP then you may need to 

manually reset those lamps. Make sure all lamps with overlapping addresses have been 

reset.  

Then scan and add those lamps again. 

Question: can not scan and add switches. 

Answer: please press or touch the buttons of the switches at specified sequences before 

adding them to make the switches enter “allow scan and add” mode. Also make sure to 

scan and add it by APP within 30 seconds.  

5.2 Questions related to data 

Question: smart phone can control the lamps after scanning QR code but all lamps 

appeared with the name “new lamp” and there are no scenes and groups.  

Answer: the smart phone need to synchronize data via network after scanning a QR code 

and gaining access right. Please make sure the smart phone has internet access (WIFI or 

data network) to successfully update data. If smart phone does not have internet access 

while scanning QR code and failed to update data, you may restart the APP after it have 

internet access and to update data again.  

Question: data in multi phones are not synchronized.  

Answer: It needs internet access to synchronize data between smart phones, please make 

sure you have internet access.  

5.3 Other questions 

Question: Some members in a group are out of control.  

Answer: Please make sure the lamps are powered on and online when adding to a group. 

And lamps blink to indicate add to a group succeed. 

If some lamps do not blink while adding to a group, that means they failed to add to a 

group and you may need to try again.  

Question: Some members in a scene are out of control.  

Answer: Please make sure the lamps are powered on and online when adding to a scene. 

And lamps blink to indicate add to a scene succeed. 

If some lamps do not blink while adding to a scene, that means they failed to add to a 

scene and you may need to try again.  

Question: it staggers to swipe the lamps list 
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Answer: swiping up-down or left-right start from a group’s or a lamp’s icon may quick dim 

the brightness or the color temperature of the group or lamp. And swiping up-down start 

from empty area outside icons of lamps or groups will pull up or down the lists, so, make 

sure you start swiping not from the icons if you want to pull the lists. Start pull from the 

empty area.  

6 Appendix 1: System parameters 

lamps Up to 100 lamps in one mesh network. It is suggested to manage lamps 

in different mesh networks (QR codes) if there are more than 100 lamps. 

groups One lamp can be added to up to 32 groups and if you add it to the 33rd 

group then it will automatically exit the first group.  

Each mesh network can hold up to 30,000 groups.  

scenes One lamp can store up to 32 scenes and if you store the 33rd scene to it 

then the first scene will be lost.  

Each mesh network can hold up to 127 scenes. 

timers Each mesh network can hold up to 32 timers. 

switches Each mesh network can hold up to 10 switches. 




